Tips for Collecting Data through Surveys

1. Begin by listing the questions you would like to answer with the survey. These questions will be relatively broad and should be based on theory and past research. (A typical survey for research may attempt to answer 2-4 major research questions, though you may have additional small questions.)

2. Having determined the questions you would like to answer with the survey, consider the appropriate item types to use for each question.
   - To measure attitudes or opinions, consider Likert scale items or adjective items (for overall rating items – excellent, good, fair, etc.), or, in rare cases, multiple choice items.
   - To measure behavior, consider using multiple-choice or adverb items for perceptions of frequency of behavior;
   - To measure knowledge, use multiple choice or open-ended items.
   - Demographic information can also be obtained using multiple-choice or open-ended formats.
   - Use open-ended items sparingly. They are useful in avoiding a response set (respondents selecting a socially desirable option), but are very time-consuming for respondents to complete. Too many open-ended items requiring long responses will result in a reduced response rate. (The preceding is true for mailed surveys, but would not hold for phone surveys or interviews where open-ended items can be quite useful.)

3. Introduction to the survey: Tell the respondents briefly what the purpose of the survey is, the agency and/or persons responsible for the survey (to establish credibility), if appropriate the funder, and appeal to their self-interest to get them to complete the survey. There is no need to be formal here. Use the style that is most appropriate for the audience. If being "folksy" will get a better response rate, do it! If being "folksy" will hinder your credibility with the audience, don't do it! I think it's fine to start with "We need your help. You've been selected from a small sample to provide us with information on . . . . Your honest, careful responses will help us improve . . . ." Finally, give a phone number they can call if they have questions and offer to send them the results of the survey. If it's an internet or mailed survey, all but the specific instructions should be in the cover letter or cover page. If mailed, the cover letter should be on good stationary using the letterhead of the organization.

4. Format of the survey: You have two goals: (1) to make the survey appear short (not many pages) and, (2) to make it look easy to complete (not too crowded, plenty of space in margin and for items). As indicated in #1, don't ask any unnecessary items. Use large margins. The order of the survey should have a logical flow in terms of the content of the items. Start with items that will seem important to the respondent and relate to the purpose of the survey. Do not start with items that would seem intrusive or threatening. Feel free to use headings to separate various types of items. Occasionally, you may want to have some new instructions or message after a new heading. For example, I often precede the demographic items (which can seem irritating to the respondent) by saying,

---
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"Now we need some information about you to help us determine the needs of specific groups of clients" or "now we need some information about you to help us learn more about how different groups think about this issue." Such instructions help the respondents know you’re not just prying into their personal life with no reason. Having developed your headings and instructions, be sure to group items of similar types together. It is irritating to the respondent to skip from one item type to another.

5. Developing the actual items:
- For Likert items: These are very useful for assessing attitudes toward different aspects of one thing, e.g. attitudes toward a workshop, a policy, etc. These types of items provide far more useful information on what changes you should make than an overall rating item. Further, the Likert scale (5 to 7 points) provides the respondent with a continuum that better represents an attitude than does a "yes-no" response and will provide you with more variability in your responses. If you're measuring an attitude, first look in standard references cited in your text or in articles using surveys to determine if there is an existing, already validated attitude measure. If there is not, you will have to make your own. Develop sentences that reflect an attitude that persons with extreme beliefs on the dimension you are measuring would have. Try to avoid sentences that state facts; the sentences should reflect statements upon which respondents can legitimately agree or disagree. Don't have all your sentences requiring an "agree" response. Among the first few sentences, have some sentences for which the desired response is a "disagree." This ordering will avoid a response set and encourage the respondent to read all items carefully. Have your sentences address different components of the overall thing you are measuring. For example, if you're measuring attitudes toward an agency, begin with reception/orientation, move on to services, coordination, and, finally, exit, overall satisfaction. With careful construction of sentences you can measure many different issues in a brief space. Put the scale above the items, and put a line beside each sentence for participants to write the number that best represents their reaction to the sentence. This format takes up the least space. I recommend a 6-point format of Strongly Agree, Moderately Agree, Mildly Agree, Mildly Disagree, Moderately Disagree, Strongly Disagree for typical adult audiences. Such a format forces respondents into some type of agreement or disagreement which is often desired. If you feel your respondents might truly have no opinion, use a five-point format: Strongly Agree, Moderately Agree, Neutral, Moderately Disagree, Strongly Disagree. (I think a 7-point format is too confusing.) For children or audiences with little education, you might consider a 3-point format: Agree, Neutral, Disagree. Use this format only if your audience will not understand the other format; the 3-point format greatly reduces your variability. (On many questionnaires, the main differences are between moderately and strongly agree. Once you eliminate that, you have everyone agreeing, and you can’t differentiate strong from moderate support.)
• Use adjective items (Excellent, good, fair, poor) only for overall rating items. These items are of limited use. They tell you nothing about what causes a good or poor rating. One person’s good rating is another's poor. Such items can be useful as a “red flag” or screening item. In such a case, your survey may be the first in a series. You may use rating items to identify areas in which there is dissatisfaction. Future surveys may collect more information on why there is dissatisfaction with the area. Alternatively, you could follow an adjective, rating item with an open-ended item asking respondents to indicate why they have given the rating.

• Adverb items are useful for getting participants’ perceptions of frequency of behavior. How often do they perceive they do a particular thing or receive a particular service from your agency? Make sure your adverbs form a continuum. Words to consider: Always, Frequently, Often, Occasionally, Sometimes, Seldom, Rarely, Never. If you want to measure the actual behavior, you should use a multiple-choice item listing the actual frequency of behavior or a short-answer, open-ended item asking respondents to indicate the frequency of the behavior in the blank. Always consider if they will know the actual frequency. If they will be estimating or will not want to report the actual number (as with income), a multiple choice item with ranges is preferable. Be careful in developing the ranges to insure that the ranges will give you the information you need, i.e. you probably don't want everyone selecting the same range.

• Multiple-choice items: These are very useful for measuring behavior (see above under adverb item) or beliefs, e.g., which of the following are you most likely to use on your job? In writing multiple-choice items, be sure all responses follow and read logically from the stem, make each response is mutually exclusive (not overlapping with other responses), and exhaustive (include all possible options or an “other” option). Don't make the choices too long. If the item is long, try to get as many words as possible in the stem, rather than repeating them each time in the options.

6. Regarding wording of items:
• Consider whether your responses are appropriate for the thing you are measuring. A yes-no item should be used only for things that are clearly yes-no, not a continuum. "Did you receive a syllabus?" is a yes-no item. You either did or you didn't. "Was the syllabus helpful in orienting you to the course?" is an item that would be better measured with a continuum, not "yes-no" as the syllabus could be very helpful, somewhat helpful, etc. As indicated above, if you have several items with a continuum, save space by converting all questions to sentences and use a Likert scale for all. For example, you could change “Was the syllabus helpful in orienting you to the course?” to this Likert item: The syllabus provided an excellent orientation to the course. Strongly agree, moderately agree, mildly agree, etc.

• Make items as brief as possible. This is not the time to be unnecessarily wordy. Surveys should be edited many times to reduce and simplify the wording. Don’t use jargon. Use a vocabulary level your audience can understand. (If your audience is more comfortable with jargon, use it.)

• Make sure the reader will understand how to complete each item. Add instructions where necessary such as when the item format changes. Should they check only one? all that apply? Should they circle the option or write a response in a blank?
• Carefully consider the wording of open-ended items. Especially consider the verb you're using and make it as specific as possible. "Explain why the MPA program has been useful to you." is much more vague than "If you have found the MPA program to be useful to you, describe how you have been able to use one aspect of the program in your current work." The only time your open-ended item should be vague is at the end of the survey when you might want to ask, "Is there anything else you would like to tell us about . . . ?" Such an item is appealing to those who have concerns and can you with provide unanticipated information.

7. Be sparing on demographic items. Consider how knowledge of each piece of demographic information will be used. Such items are frequently "nice to know" items. Only use those items that are essential to describing your sample or that you need in order to identify sub-groups of interest. Put demographic items at the end.

8. Pilot test your survey with a sample of people who are like your final audience. Administer it to them in the same way you will administer it to the final audience. (If you intend to mail the survey, hand the audience the survey in the envelope with the cover letter and give no oral instructions.) Have them complete the survey as they normally would though you can instruct them to mark any item or options they see as unclear. After they finish the survey, discuss with them orally how they perceived it. Did they react positively? Were the instructions clear? Were the items clear? Was the language used appropriate? Take up their surveys and analyze the data. Look at the trends in the data and see if you got what you expected. Did people respond to the open-ended items in the way you anticipated? On multiple-choice items, did people select a variety of options? Revise your survey based on the oral and written responses.